We explore in this paper the role of genetic variants that affect cell size and proliferation in the determination of organ size. We use genetic mosaics of loss or gain of function in six different loci, which promotes smaller or larger than normal cells, associated to either smaller or larger than normal territories. These variants have autonomous effects on patterning and growth in mutant territories. However, there is no correlation between cell size or rate of proliferation on the size of the mutant territory. In addition, these mosaics show non-autonomous effects on surrounding wildtype cells, consisting always in a reduction in number of non-mutant cells. In all mutant conditions the final size (and shape) of the wing is different than normal. The phenotypes of the same variants include higher density of chaetae in the notum. These autonomous and non-autonomous effects suggest that the control of size in the wing is the result of local cell communication defining canonic distances between cells in a positional-values landscape. q
Introduction
Size of insect organs is sex-and species-specific. In the Drosophila wing, where most of the studies on size control have been carried out, the determination of the size of imaginal disc is disc-autonomous. Young imaginal discs transplanted to the abdomens of adult flies grow after several days of culture, irrespective of hormonal and nutritional conditions, to a maximal size that corresponds to that of mature imaginal discs (García-Bellido, 1966) . Minute mosaics (García-Bellido et al., 1973) and regeneration experiments (Bryant and Levinson, 1985) reveals that a final normal size is attained irrespective of the rate of cell proliferation. Clonal analysis of cell proliferation in wildtype wings show regional differences related to specification or differentiation, indicative of local as opposed to global control of organ size . Size (and shape) of the growing imaginal disc depends on the allocation of postmitotic cells along the main axes of the wing in regimes that change with developmental time . There is no indication that cell proliferation or cell allocation relates to the position of cells with respect to distances to compartments boundaries, where postulated diffusible morphogens are at maximal concentration (see Blair, 1995; Lawrence and Struhl, 1996; Pages and Kerridge, 2000; Teleman et al., 2001 for review) .
If control of cell proliferation is local, the question arises as to how this is achieved. Can variations in cell size affect the final size of the organ or its proliferation parameters? These variations can be produced using mutations, usually lethal in organisms, and have to be studied in genetic mosaics. Mosaics of haploid territories (with half the cell size of diploid cells) lead to bigger territories with more cells than diploid territories (P. Santamaría unpublished results). Male wings have less and smaller cells than females, characteristics that are locally autonomous in gynandromorphs (García-Bellido and Merriam, 1969) . For mutations that affect cell size, we have to consider that they cause different perturbations that may affect other cellular parameters in addition, such as cell viability, proliferation rate or cell adhesion, which may difficult the interpretation of the phenotype. Thus, the insufficient function of genes involved in cell cycle progression, such as string (stg), Dmcdc2 and cyclins or d-E2F (cycE positive regulator), may retard the cell cycle and cause cell mortality, an increase in cell size and smaller mosaic territories in otherwise apparently normal sized discs (see Du et al., 1996a; Knoblich et al., 1994; Neufeld et al., 1998; Trimarchi and Lees, 2001; Weigmann et al., 1997) . Mutant cells in these mosaics do not differentiate properly. On the contrary, over-expression of the same cell cycle genes (i.e. stg, cycE, cycD-cdk4) or of their activators (i.e. d-E2F) in imaginal disc clones cause acceleration of their characteristic phases of the cell cycle, as well as a reduction of cell size (except cycD-cdk4 combination) and an increase in number of cells of the mutant territory compared with control cells in apparently normal sized mosaic wing discs. (Datar et al., 2000; Du et al., 1996b; Milan et al., 1996; Neufeld et al., 1998) . These effects are more extreme in some genetic combinations (e.g. cycE-stg) because they cause an acceleration of the whole cell cycle (Neufeld et al., 1998) . The authors of all these studies conclude that cell size reduction/increase is 'compensated' by increment/decrement in cell number in the mutant territory, as if the organ would compute a global normal size, because the mutant wing disc territories have an apparent wildtype size (Neufeld et al., 1998) . This interpretation is biased by the fact that those mosaics show high cell mortality. When this is prevented with the coexpression of P35, the extra growth of the mutant territories in discs and clones is even higher, leading to abnormally shaped mutant territories (Neufeld et al., 1998) . The over-expression of the cycD-cdk4 combination in the eye reaches the adult stage and causes larger and abnormally shaped mutant territories (Datar et al., 2000) . These studies have not analyzed non-autonomous effects in non-mutant territories of the same discs.
Less drastic mutant effects associated to cell viability are obtained with mutant perturbations in the signal transduction and reception of the insulin pathway. As a rule, loss of function of Drosophila Insulin Receptor (dInr) (Brogiolo et al., 2001; Chen et al., 1996) , chico (Bohni et al., 1999) or Dp110 (Leevers et al., 1996; Weinkove et al., 1999) cause reduction in both cell size and cell number of mutant territories. This is similar to what happens in wildtype flies exposed to malnutrition or premature metamorphosis (Britton et al., 2002; Robertson, 1959; Rue, 1980) . This holds for each member of the insulin receptor pathway except for Drosophila S6 kinase (dS6K), because dS6K loss of function only reduces cell size but not cell number (Montagne et al., 1999) . On the contrary, the gain of function of genes of this pathway causes larger cells and an increase in the number of cells of the mutant territory in mosaics (Leevers et al., 1996; Weinkove et al., 1999) . The loss of function of D-myc in diminutive mutants leads to smaller flies, with smaller cells, in addition to poor cell viability (Johnston et al., 1999) . Its overexpression causes larger cells but not larger territories, suggesting to the authors that in this latter condition (but not the former) the wing size in globally controlled by a normalizing compensating mechanism.
The above described results show a great heterogeneity in the response of regional size to genetic perturbations that cause variations in cell size during cell proliferation. In fact, both smaller or larger than normal cell size may accompany normal, larger or smaller mutant territories. In the present paper, we have analysed the effects on cell proliferation of mutant conditions in six loci that cause smaller and larger cell sizes. Of these, one corresponds to a new gene and five to previously studied genes that affect cell size. They were chosen as examples of the cell behaviour variants, as representatives of mutant effects on cell size (larger and smaller than normal) and rate of proliferation (slower and faster than normal). The choices was made without considering of the genetic/molecular bases of the corresponding wildtype alleles, in any case mechanistically far separated from the analyzed phenotype. We studied their autonomous effects in mutant territories and in the mosaic wing as a whole, we were able to document nonautonomous effects as well.
Results

l(3)Me10
The recessive mutation l(3)Me10 is homozygous lethal, with a lethal effective phase in late embryogenesis (Ferrús, 1976) . However, homozygous cells can be studied in genetic mosaics. The phenotype of these mosaics includes an increase in chaetae density in wing, notum and abdomen, associated to an increase of trichome density and smaller adult cells in the wing. The original mutation was induced by ethyl methane sulfonate. We have failed to induce more alleles by P-transpositions. The shortest non-complementing deficiency is Df(3)brm11 (72A3-4; D1-5), but three different mutations tested included within this deficiency do complement with l(3)Me10. Thus, the molecular nature of the gene is unknown.
Autonomous phenotype
The average size of adult wing cells in mosaics is 25.4% smaller than surrounding wildtype cells (Table 1 ; Fig. 1B ). The number of cells of the mutant clone is also less than control twin clones (not shown), indicating that the viability of the mutant cells is impaired. Studied in Minute mosaics, size reduction affects the intervein sector/s where the M þ clone appears (Fig. 1A) . Any wing sector with a clone shows an average reduction of a 21.9% (Table 1) although it can reach 27.4% when the clone occupies more than 50% of the mosaic sector. In number of cells this reduction is, in every sector, of a 14.9% compared to the same wildtype sector.
In the notum, the most evident phenotype of mutant clones is the increase in chaetae density, including both macro and microchaetae (Fig. 1D ). In the acrostical region, there is a 34.5% increase in microchaetae density in mutant territories. This higher density is due, doubly to a reduction in number of cells between chaetae (3.79 in mutant tissue compared to 5.34 in wildtype; Table 1 ) and to smaller cells. Heminota with large clones become smaller (with fewer cells) but contain higher number of microchaetae than controls (Fig. 1C) .
Non-autonomous phenotype
In addition to the reduction in size of the intervein sectors containing a l(3)Me10 clone, there is a corresponding reduction in all other sectors of the same wing (the average is 8.9%) leading to an overall reduction of the mosaic wing (Table 1 ; Fig. 1A ). This reduction affects all non-mutant compartments and sectors of the mosaic wing equally, in the Anterior/Posterior (A/P) axis as well as in the Proximal/ Distal (Pr/Ds) one, irrespective of the clone position, and this being or not adjacent to compartment boundaries. The non-mutant territories reduce their number of cells in the same way than mutant territories; we hence call this nonautonomous response 'positive accommodation'.
gigas Mc109
The gene gigas (gig) is homologous in DNA sequence to the gene Tuberous Sclerosis Complex 2 (TSC2) of vertebrates (Ito and Rubin, 1999) . The gig mutant cells are larger than wildtype cells during cell proliferation and after cuticular differentiation (Ferrús, 1976; Ferrus and García-Bellido, 1976; Gao and Pan, 2001; Ito and Rubin, 1999; Tapon et al., 2001) . It has been proposed that the TSC1 and TSC2 gene products are involved in the regulation of cell cycle and in the dInr pathway (Gao and Pan, 2001; Ito and Rubin, 1999; Potter et al., 2001 Potter et al., , 2003 Radimerski et al., 2002) .
Autonomous phenotypes
The mutant adult wing cells, in M þ mosaics, are 25.1% larger in size than wildtype ( Fig. 2B ; Table 1 ). All intervein sectors that contain mutant clones are larger in area than normal ( Fig. 2A) . The average area increment is of a 2.8%, although there is up to a 7% increment if the clone occupies more than 50% of the sector (Table 1 ). This increase is almost exclusively due to the presence of larger cells. In fact, this increase is associated with less cells in the sector Table 1 Numeric data of autonomous and non-autonomous transformations Wing Cell Size: apical surface area of adult wing cells; Mutant Sector Area: area of a wing sector carrying a mutant clone; Mutant Sector Cell Number: estimated number of cells of a wing sector carrying a mutant clone; Non-Mutant Sector Area: area of a wildtype wing sector; Interchaetae Distance: number of cells along a straight line connecting neighbouring microchaetae; Microchaetae Density: expressed like area (mm 2 ) per microchaeta; Cell Proliferation: comparison with wildtype proliferation, where arrows indicate reduced or increased proliferation. enG4 ¼ enGal4; apG4 ¼ apGal4; dppG4 ¼ dppGal4. *, Student T significant value higher than 95%; †, value higher than 99%.
(11.1% in average, for large clones). An analysis of twin clones reveals lesser viability of the mutant cells than control clones (not shown).
The notum chaetae (both macro and microchaetae) in mutant territories of the notum are in physical distances further apart than in wildtype homologous regions (Fig. 2D) ; in the acrostical region the density of microchaetae is reduced by a 21.1%. Otherwise, the mutant chaetae are separated by less (but larger) cells: 3.85 cells in mutant territories, i.e. 1.5 cells less than in wildtype (Table 1) . Large clones in the notum cause larger heminota than the non-mutant contralateral ones, although formed by less cells than normal (Fig. 2C ). The number of mutant chaetae is also larger than in the control heminota.
Non-autonomous phenotypes
In addition to the reduction in number of cells of mosaic intervein sectors, there is also a reduction in number of cells of non-mutant wing sectors (Fig. 1A) . The reduction is higher the larger the clone is. These reductions are similar for wing containing clones occupying two or three sectors (near 10%, Table 1 ). This 'positive accommodation' occurs in mosaics all over the wing, in other sectors and other wing compartments, irrespective of the clone position. Thus, the presence of clones of large cells causes smaller wings with less cells than controls.
Dmcdc2 E1-24
We restudy (Weigmann et al., 1997) in this paper the effects of mutations in Dmcdc2 in cell proliferation and organ size in mosaic patches. Dmcdc2 encodes the largest subunit of the CDK factor for maturation promotion. Its absence causes the permanence of the cell in the G2 phase without entering mitosis but does not prevent DNA replication, leading to polyploidy and consequent increase in cell size. The Dmcdc2 E1-24 allele is temperature sensitive and stops cell division and increment ploidy at the restrictive temperature of 29 8C (Weigmann et al., 1997) . Many mutant cells subsequently die. If the mutant clones reach differentiation, after passing different times in restrictive temperatures, they contain larger cells with several trichomes instead of only one. In both the disc and the adult, the increase in cell size corresponds to twice the normal (Table 1 ; Fig. 3B ). We observe that in addition to the reported cell autonomous size increase (Weigmann et al., 1997) , there is an average reduction of 10.6% in wing sectors carrying a mutant clone (Table 1 ). This reduction is accountable by the lower number of cells, 39.6% less than control ( Fig. 3A and B ). In sectors with more than 50% mutant cells this reduction can be up to 67%. Polyploid cells in the notum fail to differentiate into chaetae, thus precluding a chaetae spacing analysis, but they can differentiate to produce several trichomes per cell ( Fig. 3C and D) .
Non-autonomous phenotype
In mosaic wings, there is a reduction in area and number of cells in the wing sectors not carrying the clone. The average non-autonomous reduction is 5.1% (Table 1) . In nine out of 72 cases studied, the non-mutant territories show a slight increase in size. This applies in particular to the sector C of the wing when the clone is in the P compartment. The non-autonomous reduction occurs throughout the wing in the Pr/Ds axis as well as in all sectors other than the mosaic one (Fig. 3A) . These non-autonomous effects correspond to a 'positive accommodation' to autonomous sector size reductions.
EP(3)3622
The insert EP(3)3622 (Rorth, 1996) produces the activation of bantam, a gene which encodes a microRNA that promotes cell proliferation, regulates head involution defective (hid) expression and suppress hid-induced apoptosis (Brennecke et al., 2003) . The over expression of EP(3)3622 leads to an increase in cell proliferation rates and a reduction in cell size (Hipfner et al., 2002) . So the phenotype of overexpression of this insert driven by different Gal4 s causes an increase in body size associated with smaller cells (Hipfner et al., 2002) . A possible recessive allele, which does not complement with the EP(3)3622 shows, in homozygous condition, a reduction in adult body size (and weight) and in adult wing size (Hipfner et al., 2002) .
Autonomous phenotype
We have further analysed here the phenotypes of its overexpression in genetic mosaics using different drivers in the wing, including engrailed-Gal4 (enGal4) as in Hipfner et al. (2002) Fig. 4B ). The Posterior compartment size increases in a 19.1%, especially in the region D (Table 1 ; Fig. 4A ). The number of Posterior cells also increases in a 68.7%. In the notum EP(3)3622 overexpression driven by apGal4 causes a large increase in notum size and reduction in cell size, as in the wing. The chaetae density in the acrostical region increases 17.5%, associated to lower number of cells (0.82 less than normal) between microchaetae ( Table 1 ). The total number of chaetae per mutant heminotum increases by a 49% compared to wildtype.
Non-autonomous phenotype
The Anterior compartment of enGal4/þ ; EP(3)3622/þ flies is reduced in a 12.7% in number of cells (Table 1) . This reduction in number, but not in cell size, compensates the larger size of the Posterior compartment giving size to wings only 4% larger than controls. We designate 'negative accommodation' the non-autonomous reduction in cell number and size of the Anterior compartment associated to an increase in cell number and size of the Posterior one.
fat a13
fat ( ft) is a transmembrane protein, with a cadherin and various thrombospondin-N domains (Hill et al., 1991; Mahoney et al., 1991; Yagi and Takeichi, 2000) . Loss of function alleles of ft cause extra proliferation of cells (Bryant et al., 1988; Garoia et al., 2000; Mahoney et al., 1991) . Mutant discs have been described as hyperplasic, but the tissue retains its epithelial monolayer character (Garoia et al., 2000) . Imaginal discs or adult mosaic wings show allometric increase in size and smaller cell size than normal cells (Garoia et al., 2000) . Several alleles are known. We study here ft a13 ð¼ ft 4 Þ:
2.5.1. Autonomous phenotype Mutant cell size is reduced in a 25% (Fig. 5B) . In clones, the increase in area of mosaic territories is 5.5% in average (Table 1) , an increase that can be four fold when the sector includes more than 50% mutant cells (Fig. 5A) . Taking in account the smaller cell size the increment in area corresponds to an increase of a 21.8% in the number of cells, near 60% in larger clones.
In the notum, ft a13 clones produce an over proliferation of the cells, which leads to an increase in notum size (Fig. 5C ) with smaller cells. There is also an increase in chaetae number in the mutant territory up to 69% higher than controls ( Fig. 5C and D ; Table 1 ). The evident increment in microchaetae density is due not only to smaller cells but also to fewer interchaetae cells; there are in average 5.1 cells between neighbour microchaetae (Table 1) .
Non-autonomous phenotype
The presence of a ft a13 mutant clone in the wing is associated to a general reduction of the non-mutant sectors up to a 5.1% less than controls (Table 1 ; Fig. 5A ). This reduction occurs in all wing non-mutant sectors irrespective of the distance to the mosaic sector or wing compartment. We designate this accommodation 'negative', like in the case of EP(3)3622 mosaics.
Dp110
D954A
The Dp110 protein is a phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) member of the dInr pathway (see Kozma and Thomas, 2002; Leevers et al., 1996 for review). Dp110 D954A is a dominant negative form that prevents signal transduction (Leevers et al., 1996) . Driven by decapentaplegic-Gal4 (dppGal4) it causes a reduction in the number and size of the cells in the C sector of the wing (Leevers et al., 1996) . We confirm here these published observations made with dppGal4 (Leevers et al., 1996) (Fig. 6A -B ; see Table 1 for numerical data). In fact, the overexpression of Rheb (a member of the Ras superfamily of GTP-binding proteins) in en territories, causes a large Posterior wing compartment associated to a extremely reduced Anterior one (Fig. 2a in Saucedo et al. (2003) ). We confirm this finding in enGal4/ Dp110 D954A mosaic wings (data not shown). In the notum, there is a clear decrease in size and number of chaetae when Dp110 D954A is overexpressed with the driver apGal4 (Fig. 6C ). In the acrostical region, there is an increase in microchaetae density (77.2% in average) compared with wildtype (Table1). This is due not only to the reduced cell size but also to having fewer cells between neighbouring microchaetae (4.16 in this mutant condition, Table 1 ).
Non-autonomous phenotype
The over expression of Dp110 D954A in the dppGal4 expressing sector (C) causes the non-autonomous reduction in all other wing sectors (Fig. 6A) . In the B sector of mosaic wings this reduction is 20%. The global reduction of the mosaic wing is 7% (Table 1) . 
Dp110-CAAX
The fusion protein Dp110-CAAX is a membrane-targeted form that provides a better access to its substrate, phosphatidylinositol 4,5-biphosphate (PIP 2 ) (Leevers et al., 1996) . It has been shown that the over expression of this form causes a constitutive activation of the dInr pathway (Leevers et al., 1996) .
Autonomous effects
We confirm here data of Leevers et al. (1996) , on the phenotype of overexpression of Dp110-CAAX driven by dppGal4 that show an increase in the size and number of wing cells in the C sector (Table 1 ; Fig. 7A and B) . The notum, when Dp110-CAAX is overexpressed with apGal4, is bigger and exhibits more chaetae than wildtype (Fig. 7C) . In the acrostical region there are 79.6% in average less microchaetae than in controls (Table 1) . Furthermore, there are 2.66 less cells between microchaetae.
Non-autonomous phenotype
In addition to the described autonomous effects, nonmutant sectors show a concomitant 'negative accommodation'. All the other sectors are reduced in size, in average 29.8% (Table 1 ; Fig. 7A) , with a maximal reduction of a 41% in region D. The whole wing is reduced in a 23% even including the increase of sector C (where dpp is expressed) ( Table 1) .
Discussion
Autonomous effects
Adult cell size is measured by the exposed planar surface of the cuticle cells. In principle, this may not reflect the size of the proliferating cells, when organ size is determined. However, in some of the cases studied here, cell dissociation has revealed by direct estimation the larger or reduced cell size in the proliferating wing disc cells (Datar et al., 2000; Montagne et al., 1999; Neufeld et al., 1998; Tapon et al., 2001) . In others, cell size during growth is inferred by the mutant effects on pattern formation, a process that precedes final cell differentiation, like in the notum pattern of microchaetae. This pattern results from the singularization of sensory organ mother cells (SOMC) in a field of epidermal cells (Modolell and Campuzano, 1998; Renaud and Simpson, 2002 ) through a process of lateral inhibition in a field of proneural clusters. Thus, the final pattern reveals cell-cell interactions or communication (Hartenstein and Posakony, 1989; Parks et al., 1997) , as recently observed in the form of cell projections emanating from epidermal cells (de Joussineau et al., 2003) . It holds for all mutant and genetic combinations studied here that the pattern, number and density of chaetae is altered in the notum (in the mutant Dmcdc2 E1-24 cells fail to differentiate chaetae). In all cases, chaetae appear more densely spaced (separated by less epidermal cells) associated with an increase in the total number of chaetae ( Fig. 8H and I) . These variations to the wildtype condition suggest that mutant cells have impaired the capacity to signal among themselves to define spaced SOMC singularization. Whether this is or is not associated to cell size in individual cases is not known. These pattern effects reveal abnormal cell communication between cells during cell proliferation.
Although less easy to be measured in mosaic nota, there is a phenotypic association of variable cell size with a reduction (in l(3)Me10, gig Me109 , Dp110 D945A ) or an increase (EP(3)3622, ft a13 , Dp110-CAAX) in notum sizes. But there is no apparent causal relation between both parameters of cell size and number of cells making the adult notum. Perhaps cell viability associated to the mutation, as in l(3)Me10 and gig Me109 , may account for the observed lack of correlation between both parameters. However, these effects on notum size in other cases may also reflect failures in cell-cell communication leading to more or less cell proliferation (see below). The relationship between cell size and growth can be more readily measured in the wing. The studied genetic variants can be grouped, based on variations in these parameters, as follows:
(1) Reduction in cell size and in number of cells within a wing sector is associated with a reduction of the size of the mosaic sector (l(3)Me10 and Dp110 D954A ) (Fig. 8B ). This is a common phenotype in many mutant conditions such as in mosaics of vein (García-Bellido et al., 1994) and torpedo (Diaz-Benjumea and García-Bellido, 1990), both of the Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) pathway. This situation is very common to many loss of function alleles of many genes.
(2) Reduction in cell size and increase in number of cells is associated with increase in the sector area (EP(3)3622 and ft a13 ) (Fig. 8E) . (3) Increase in cell size and reduction in number of cells in mosaic sectors is associated to a reduction in the sector area in gig Me109 and Dmcdc2 E1-24 (Fig. 8C,D) . (4) Increase in cell size and increase in cell number is associated to a increase in the mosaic sector area in Dp110-CAAX (Fig. 8F ).
The autonomous effects on reduced clone size can result from the poor viability of mutant cells (l(3)Me10 or Dmcdc2 E1-24 ), as shown in twin clonal analysis and cell death monitoring (Resino, 2002) . The increased clone size of EP(3)3622, ft a13 or Dp110-CAAX reflects higher than normal cell proliferation, however there are no correlations between cell size and clone size. Despite this lack of correlation it holds for all mutants studied here that, concerning the non-autonomous effects on growth in the mosaic wing sector: the non-mutant cells of the sector are always reduced in number. We have not found cases in which the reduction or increase in sector size by the presence of mutant territories is compensated by wildtype cells to obtain a normal sized sector.
Non-autonomous effects
The mosaic wings show, in addition to autonomous effects within mutant sectors, non-autonomous effects in the rest of the wing. It holds for all cases studied that wings with entire or mosaic wing sectors show a reduction in the total area of the wing or more in particular in non-mosaic areas (sectors or compartments) of the wing. We designate this phenomenon as 'positive' or 'negative' accommodation, depending on its correlation with the size of the mutant region. This phenomenon could be easily trivialized for mutations that cause size reduction and 'positive accommodation'. Is arguable that there are not enough cells in the mutant territories to confront with normal growing cells abutting the clone, the sector or the mutant compartment. 'Positive accommodation' could result from adjustment between poorly growing cells and normal ones. However this large effect hardly explain 'negative accommodation' for the whole wing. 'Negative accommodation' occurs in mosaic wings with mutant territories with more cells than normal, such as EP(3)3622, ft a13 or Dp110-CAAX. Reduction in size of non-mutant territories in mosaic wings cannot be explained either by delay in development (mosaic flies hatch at the same time as sib controls) or age of clone initiation. It cannot be explained either by cell death, because there is enough time for extraproliferation to reach normal sized wings as it occurs in mosaics where cell death has been massively induced in Gal4 territories (Milan et al., 1997) . 'Negative accommodation' is surprising because one would expect that larger than normal mutant territories should provide adjacent wildtype cells with more growth signals.
To account for this 'negative accommodation' we postulate that mutant cells do not convey among themselves and to wildtype cells sufficient signals necessary for them to proliferate. These signals may depend on cell -cell communication. We have seen in the notum that failures in cellcell communication may account for abnormal chaetae patterning and notum size. The same may apply to the wing blade, although there are not enough pattern elements to support this inference.
We have proposed elsewhere (García-Bellido and García-Bellido, 1998) a model to explain controlled cell proliferation, based on local cell-cell signalling, as opposite to reception of graded amounts of morphogens emanating from compartment boundaries, such as dpp and hedgehog or wingless (Day and Lawrence, 2000; Lawrence and Struhl, 1996; Pages and Kerridge, 2000; Randsholt et al., 2000 (Fig. 9A) . The anlage has then reached the Entelechia condition of growth, characteristic of the organ, the sex and species.
An organ such as the wing, grows co-ordinately through compartments and clonal boundaries because maximal positional values result from cell interactions at both sides of the boundaries. In this respect compartments or wing sectors are not independent units of cell proliferation. This was first seen in bithorax-Complex (bx-C) mutants, where either the A or P compartments of the haltere is transformed to A or P compartments of the wing (Gonzalez-Gaitan et al., 1990) . The untransformed A or P haltere compartments contain now more cells, and the transformed ones less than a wildtype A or P wing compartment. We explained this accommodation as due to the reduced extent of the compartment boundary between apposed mutant and nonmutant compartments. Similar accommodation effects have been already reported in other mutant conditions, as mutants of the EGFR pathway (García-Bellido et al., 1994) in extramacrochaetae (emc) (de Celis et al., 1995) and in nubbin (nub) (Cifuentes and García-Bellido, 1997) . In the latter case, the presence of proximal wing mutant territories causes a distal reduction in growth in all the wing compartments.
The Entelechia model helps to understand the behaviour of mosaic wings for the mutants here studied. In all cases, clones or regions with smaller or larger cells and with less or more cells than normal, cause autonomous effects on growth in mutant territories but also a non-autonomous 'accommodation' in the rest of the wing formed by wildtype cells (Fig.  9B and C). We should emphasize that the effects on proliferation between mutant and non-mutant territories are reciprocal; the non-mutant territories rescuing proliferation in the mutant territories and vice versa. We hypothesize that failures in cell communication of positional values to/from neighbouring mutant or non-mutant cells affect the 'increment' values of the model. This leads to reduced proliferation in both genetic territories between cells because cells cannot generate higher positional values and thus promote intercalar proliferation ( Fig. 9B and C) . This finding indicates that the size of territories does not depend on distances from diffusible morphogen sources, measured either in physical terms or in number of cells, or on other postulated parameters such as measuring global cell mass (Weigmann and Cohen, 1999) or wing length (Coelho and Leevers, 2000; Weigmann and Cohen, 1999) . How would these global dimensions be defined, and how would they be computed by individual cells? How would one explain that mosaic territories separated from compartment boundaries (or morphogen sources) can affect the growth of wildtype territories far away all over the wing? It seems rather that cell proliferation control depends on local cell interactions (cell-cell communication) that define positional values throughout the whole growing organ. EP(3)3622 overexpression was carried out in combination with engrailed-Gal4 (enGal4), apterous-Gal4 (apGal4) or teashirt-Gal4 (tshGal4). Dp110 D954A and Dp110-CAAX overexpression was generated in combination with decapentaplegic-Gal4 (dppGal4) and apGal4.
Experimental procedures
Wing and notum measurements
Measurements were carried out in adult males. Wing sectors areas were measured on digital images using Metaview program (Universal Imaging) and compared to average wildtype equivalent wing sectors. The wing sectors (A -D in Fig. 1A) were delimited by the veins and Dorso/ Ventral margin. The trichome density was measured in every sector in both dorsal and ventral surfaces, by direct trichome counting in squares of 21,509.1228 or 10,975.4622 mm 2 , depending on the wing sector analyzed. These values were used to estimate cell size and extrapolating to total number of cells in the whole sector. The poor viability of cells in mutant territories was in part rescued studying M þ clones. M þ heterozygous wings are of normal size and number of cells (García-Bellido et al., 1973 ; and corroborated in this paper). This hold for M=þ and M þ territories on mosaics. The microchaetae density in the notum was analysed in the same way. Distances between microchaetae were computed by direct counting of trichomes along a straight line connecting neighbouring microchaetae.
In every mutant condition, all the average values are obtained with no less than 20 independent cases. Table 1 represent average values and the relation between mutant and wildtype conditions (italics or bold). Significant deviations were estimated by a Student T test.
